Introduction
============

Emphysema is defined by the American Thoracic Society (ATS) as an abnormal and permanent expansion of air spaces distal to the terminal bronchiole, accompanied by the demolition of their walls and without obvious fibrosis.[@b1-copd-12-2043],[@b2-copd-12-2043] The accurate diagnosis and quantification of pulmonary emphysema in vivo are important for understanding the natural history, assessing the extent of the disease, and monitoring therapy.[@b3-copd-12-2043] Computed tomography (CT) has been reported to be a sensitive technique for validating the presence and severity of emphysema.[@b4-copd-12-2043],[@b5-copd-12-2043] It is apparent that the measurement of CT attenuation values can help quantify the extent of emphysema.[@b6-copd-12-2043] Intensity-based quantification computes all regions of low attenuation (eg, \<−950 Hounsfield units \[HU\], or falling within a given range of attenuations considered emphysematous),[@b7-copd-12-2043],[@b8-copd-12-2043] but can be affected by different inspiration levels[@b9-copd-12-2043] and does not necessarily always reflect the characteristic morphologic variance seen in pulmonary emphysema.

The size and shape of emphysema have individual variability. Assessing the size of emphysema holes may be needed to explain disease progression, in addition to density-based quantification. Before the size-based emphysema clusters are quantified, the power law D needs to be known. The concept of fractal theory was developed to quantitatively present random variations in shape and size seen in natural structure.[@b10-copd-12-2043] A fractal structure is said to be scale invariant because its properties are free under isotropic transformations. If the structure is formed by similar parts to the whole structure, the scale-free approach can be performed. In other words, fractals are self-similar and thus are characterized by power law functions (D) and a dimension called fractal dimension D.[@b11-copd-12-2043] To quantify the size of holes in emphysema clusters, several researchers used the slope of the log--log plot of the cumulative frequency-size distributions of % low-attenuation area (%LAA) −950 HU. %LAAs of normal smokers have lower D values compared with nonsmokers, suggesting that the D value could be a sensitive approach for detecting early emphysema.[@b11-copd-12-2043],[@b12-copd-12-2043] The D value, however, does not correlate with the macroscopic or microscopic indices of emphysema,[@b13-copd-12-2043] and is not intuitive to interpretation with a clinical purpose. In addition, change in the holes of emphysema clusters has not been reported during respiration. Image registration is the only problem-solving method that might be used to observe variances in the emphysema holes based on the dissimilarity in respiration.

To overcome this problem, a novel means of measuring and classifying emphysema holes was developed using the length scale and co-registration methods. Using this new method, emphysema clusters were subdivided into four groups and the changes in the size of emphysema clusters between inspiration and expiration CT were assessed. It was hypothesized that the classification of emphysema holes may independently contribute to the obstacle of pulmonary function. In addition, the size change of emphysema holes at inspiratory and expiratory CT was evaluated by combining image co-registration and size evaluation.

Patients and methods
====================

Ethics statement
----------------

This study was approved by the Asan Medical Center Institutional Review Board (approval no 2005-0345), and each patient provided written informed consent. The study subjects were selected from the Korean Obstructive Lung Disease (KOLD) cohort.

Study subjects
--------------

The study subjects were selected from the KOLD cohort to meet the following criteria: patients from the same hospital, with the same type of CT scanner installed;patients with available CT and PFT data; andno parenchymal abnormality occupying more than one lobe due to another disease.

A total of 72 patients (66 men, 6 women) with an average age of 63.6 years (range 45--79 years) who were enrolled in the KOLD cohort at Asan Medical Center between June 2005 and August 2011 were included randomly in this study. Inclusion criteria for the KOLD cohort are described elsewhere.[@b14-copd-12-2043] For only 30 of 72 patients visual scoring was carried out by the emphysema size quantification method and clinical validations were performed for all the 72 patients.

CT acquisition
--------------

Volumetric CT scans were acquired for all the patients, using 16 multidetector CT scanners (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The CT parameters used in each CT scanner were as follows: 100 effective mAs, 140 kVp, 1 and 0.75 second per rotation pitch, 16×0.75 mm collimation, 0.75 mm slice thickness, and 0.75 mm increments. The patients were scanned during attached full inspiratory and expiratory respiration in the supine position, from the thoracic gate to the lung base. The acquired data were reconstructed using the standard kernel (B30f). The effective dose of the CT protocol was \~11 mSv. Image data were stored in the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine format, which is the international standard protocol.

Development of emphysema size quantification approach
-----------------------------------------------------

### Overall procedure

The overall procedure for the emphysema size quantification approach using three-dimensional (3D) volumetric chest CT images is presented in [Figure 1](#f1-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"}. It was assumed that the emphysema lesions would demonstrate an approximately spherical shape. To classify the sizes of the emphysematous regions, 3D volumetric chest CT images were segmented using typical morphological operators such as dilation, erosion, and regional growth.[@b15-copd-12-2043],[@b16-copd-12-2043] After creating the lung segmentation mask without major airways, the emphysema mask was extracted at \<−950 HU to locate the emphysematous regions that resulted from the dissolved alveolar septum, and then a noise reduction algorithm was used on the emphysema mask.[@b17-copd-12-2043] Finally, Gaussian filtering using various kernel sizes (large to small) was iteratively applied in a length scale manner.[@b18-copd-12-2043] For each iteration, the number of pixels of a given density (eg, the global maximum density) was selected and expanded according to the actual size of the emphysematous regions using a morphological dilation operator with half the kernel size. The dilated mask was allowed to be intersected with the emphysema mask and was subtracted from the noise-reduced mask for the next iteration.[@b19-copd-12-2043] Detailed explanation is provided in the Supplementary material.

### Lung and emphysema segmentation

A traditional technique of lung segmentation was implemented using in-house software based on the approach developed by Hu et al.[@b15-copd-12-2043],[@b19-copd-12-2043] To quantify the size of emphysematous regions, emphysematous regions should be distinguished from the other regions. To enable classification, a LAA mask was applied to voxels with a density \<−950 HU, and emphysema indices were assigned to the binary marking of the mask.[@b15-copd-12-2043]

### Noise reduction

Noise reduction was carried out to reduce noise on clusters of \<2 voxels on the mask of the emphysema index (EI), and accurately distinguish emphysematous regions.[@b19-copd-12-2043]

### Gaussian low-pass filtering

The proposed quantification approach was designed to analyze the physical features of emphysema on 3D volumetric chest CT of different length scales.[@b19-copd-12-2043] Considering the anatomy of the alveolus and the secondary pulmonary lobule, 1.5, 7, and 15 mm were selected as the threshold values for classifying the emphysematous regions consisting of four subregions defined as specific sizes (\<1.5, \<7, \<15, and \>15 mm). Areas \<1.5 mm were presumed to be noise, alveoli, or small emphysema. Regions between 1.5 and 7 mm were considered as subacinus. Regions with 7--15 mm size were defined as acinus or sublobular, and the regions \>15 mm were considered extra-lobular. Furthermore, a Gaussian kernel corresponding to the specific sizes was designed, and then low-pass filtering was applied to the mask with noise reduction. To differentiate the exact size of each emphysematous area, the *σ* values of a Gaussian kernel were estimated from [Equation 1](#fd1-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}, using a regression method and a sphere of a known size: $$\sigma_{\gamma} = \beta_{0} + 2 \cdot \beta_{1} \cdot \gamma$$where *β*~0~ and *β*~1~ (0.147 and 0.1038, respectively) are model parameters while *σ~γ~* is the radius of a sphere and the estimated *σ* values for the given *γ*.

### Selection of skeleton voxels after Gaussian low-pass filtering and dilation

After the Gaussian low-pass filtering, the voxels without a density variance in the filtered image were defined as skeleton voxels. These skeleton voxels were marked "1" if the density value of the filtered image is the same as the given maximum density, and were marked 0 otherwise. The mask with skeleton voxels was dilated by specific ranges of emphysematous regions. The mask with dilated voxel radii was regarded as a new mask having only a specific range of emphysematous regions. This emphysema mask corresponding to a specific size was crossed with the emphysema mask to preserve EI.

### Iterative size-based emphysema differentiation

This intersected mask with emphysema mask was considered an emphysema mask without a specific size. Once an emphysema mask for a specific size was defined, the process of subtracting the dilated mask from the emphysema mask was iterated until all of the kernel sizes, from large to small (\>15, \<15, \<7, and \<1.5 mm), were used. [Figure 2](#f2-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the application of the described approach to 3D volumetric chest CT images. A pseudo-code (Supplementary material) was utilized for the implementation of the size-based quantification method for emphysema.

Co-registration between inspiration and expiration CT
-----------------------------------------------------

Co-registration between inspiratory and expiratory CT was performed using in-house software (AView2010; Coreline Inc, Korea). The inspiratory and expiratory CT were anatomically matched using a deformable registration method. Briefly, after extracting the emphysema cluster by the specific sizes in expiratory CT, we performed the deformation of each region according to the specific sizes (normal, \<1.5, \<7, \<15 and \>15 mm) by using co-registration information. The deformed regions were applied to the emphysema holes analysis. The co-registration process is shown in [Figure 3](#f3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"}.

Results
=======

Experimental setting
--------------------

### Phantom study

To validate the accuracy of this method by comparing the estimated and actual sizes, an artificial 3D phantom mimicking emphysematous regions was modeled as a bundle of spheres. The accuracy of this method for estimating the phantom sizes of sphere-like emphysema lesions was evaluated. The phantom model was simulated using ITK (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, NY, USA) and VTK (Kitware Inc.). Pixel spacings of the phantom images were 0.677, 0.677, and 0.700 in the x-, y-, and z-axis directions of the typical pixel spacing used in the CT protocol for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients, respectively. The phantom models were generated using [Equation 2](#fd2-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$\frac{x^{2}}{a^{2}} + \frac{y^{2}}{b^{2}} + \frac{z^{2}}{c^{2}} \leq 1$$

Here, a, b, and c are the numbers of voxels that correspond to the radii of the spheres with specific dimensions. Based on the spherical assumption of the emphysematous region, the same size was used in each direction. For a more realistic verification, the phantom images were designed for three cases of nonattached (apartness), slightly attached (0 mm interval), and strongly attached (2 mm intervals) phantoms.

### Volumetric chest CT

For the 30 subjects of this study, emphysema quantification binary mask images, %LAA binary mask images, and volumetric chest CT images were taken. Four images were selected according to each type of anatomical landmark in the image group, and were visually evaluated by two readers (two thoracic radiologists of 5- and 11-year experiences). First, all the captured images were examined excluding emphysema quantitative binary mask images, the distribution (%) of the emphysematous areas was studied with various sizes, and the means and standard deviations (SDs) for each distribution (blind visual evaluation) were calculated. Similarly, using the newly developed method, the mean and SD of the emphysematous region distribution of the emphysema quantitative binary mask images were calculated. From these values, the *r*- and *P*-values were calculated for use in Spearman correlation, and were used as a basis for non-blind visual assessment subjectively made by the two readers for all the captured images. For each size, the accuracy was graded based on a 5-point scale. The mean and SD were used as the evaluation factors. In addition, Cohen's Kappa values were calculated by readers 1 and 2. Finally, the rates of underestimation and overestimation were evaluated using the approach described above.

The developed software was used for classifying the size of the emphysema ([Figure 4](#f4-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"}). It is theoretically possible for the developed method to classify emphysema holes by any size, but simplified criteria for emphysema holes were used considering the previously known anatomic information. Therefore, emphysema holes were divided into four subgroups: E1\<1.5 mm, 1.5 mm ≤ E2\<7 mm, 7 mm ≤ E3\<15 mm, and E4≥15 mm. Each criterion was presumed as follows: \<1.5 mm, alveolus; 1.5--7 mm, subacinus; 7--15 mm, acinus; and \>15 mm, lobular.[@b20-copd-12-2043]

Each subgroup's volume (E1, E2, E3, and E4) and fraction (%E1, %E2, %E3, and %E4), whole-emphysema volume and index (%LAA-950_ins = %LAA \<−950 HU in inspiratory CT) were measured in inspiratory CT. The same indices of expiratory CT were measured in the same way.

The collapsibility of each emphysema hole was calculated by [Equation 3](#fd3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$Ci(\%) = \left\lbrack {1 - Ei\text{\_}\exp/Ei\text{\_inp}} \right\rbrack \times 100$$where C*i* represents the collapsibility of subgroup *i*, E*i*\_ins the volume of subgroup *i* in inspiratory CT, and E*i*\_exp the volume of subgroup *i* in expiratory CT.

In addition, the inspiratory and expiratory co-registered emphysema holes were divided into three components: 1) decreased group -- changed smaller subgroups (eg, E3→E2, E1, non-emphysema); 2) no-change group -- shifting to the same subgroup (eg, E3→E3); and 3) paradoxically increased group -- shifting to a larger subgroup (eg, E3→E4). The size variance of each emphysema hole was assessed.

### PFT

All the PFTs were carried out as recommended by ATS/European Respiratory Society. Static lung volumes were measured through body plethysmography (V6200; SensorMedics, San Diego, CA, USA or PFDX; MedGraphics, St Paul, MN, USA).[@b21-copd-12-2043] The following values were evaluated: forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV~1~), the ratio of FEV~1~ to forced vital capacity (FVC; FEV~1~/FVC); and FVC, forced expiratory flow at 25%--75% of FVC (FEF~25--75~). The diffusing capacity (DLco) was measured according to a single-respiration carbon monoxide uptake (Vmax 22, SensorMedics; PFDX, MedGraphics).[@b22-copd-12-2043] For the calculation of the RV and total lung capacity (TLC), the reserved expiratory volume was measured immediately after the measurement of the functional residual capacity (FRC), followed by delayed measurements of inspiratory vital capacity. RV was calculated as FRC minus the average of the technically acceptable reserved expiratory volume, and TLC was the sum of the RV and the maximum of the technically acceptable inspiratory vital capacity values. The prediction values of the lung volumes were computed from European Community for Steel and Coal data.[@b23-copd-12-2043]

### Statistical analysis

The results were expressed as mean ± SD. Size-based emphysema clustering was correlated with PFT parameters using Pearson's correlation analysis. Multiple linear regression analysis with backward disappearance was used to assess the contribution of each subgroup quantified lesion (E1%, E2%, E3%, and E4%) to PFT parameters. A *P*-value \<0.05 was considered significant. All the statistical analyses were performed using the commercial statistical application SPSS 21 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and Spearman correlation of Matlab (Cohen's Kappa).

Results of phantom and volumetric chest CT
------------------------------------------

### Phantom study

[Figure 5](#f5-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the phantom study. All the spheres were colored according to the size in [Figure 5](#f5-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"}. [Table 1](#t1-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table"} shows the accuracy of the size-based quantification method according to the type of attachment. The spheres did not adhere and were accurately distinguished in the case of slight adhesion, but the diameters of the strongly adhered spheres were under or overestimated. For example, a sphere with 14 mm is estimated to be exact and 12 mm is estimated to 10 mm (underestimation) due to the influence of peripheral sphere. And since spheres with 4, 6, and 8 mm diameters are relatively small, these seem to be united, and are under or overestimated to be 6 mm in size. In the case of complex adhesion, accurate estimation and underestimation were observed due to the different degrees of adhesion between the spheres.

### Volumetric chest CT

[Table 2](#t2-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table"} shows the statistical associations between the classified size distributions of the newly developed method and the blind visual scores determined by the two readers. In all sizes of the emphysematous areas, the classification results and visual scores of the newly developed method had significant associations. All the *r*-values for these correlation studies were \>0.5 for all emphysematous sizes, except for reader 1 in the \<1.5 mm (*r*=0.186, *P*=0.326). The values of Cohen's Kappa were obtained by readers 1 and 2. The unweighted values of reader 1 were −0.018, −0.013, 0.204, and 0.420 for the specific sizes (\<1.5, \<7, \<15, \>15 mm), and the 95% CIs were 0.001--0.407 (\<15 mm) and 0.126--0.713 (\>15 mm). The 95% CI corresponding to \<1.5 mm and \<7 mm does not exist. The unweighted values of reader 2 were 0.005, 0.081, 0.698, and 0.547 and the 95% CIs were 0.559--0.838 (\<15 mm) and 0.243--0.851 (\>15 mm). The 95% CI corresponding to \<1.5 mm and \<7 mm does not exist. In addition, the two readers visually analyzed the obtained results and probabilities of the overall overestimation and underestimation were 6.35%±3.91% and 6.51%±7.85% (reader 1) and 6.56%±4.30% and 6.56%±6.50% (reader 2), respectively.

Using the novel software, size-based clustering of emphysema from volumetric inspiratory and expiratory CT images was successfully performed for all the patients. Results with the characteristic PFT and CT indices for all the patients are summarized in [Tables 3](#t3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table"} and [4](#t4-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table"}. The mean values of EI in the inspiratory and expiratory CT (25.4 and 15.0, respectively) and FEV~1~ (49.4) indicate that the study population in the current study has moderate emphysema with CT, and moderate to severe airflow limitation. The divided subgroup E2 had the largest part of emphysema holes in both inspiration and expiration. E3, E4, and E1 occupied a small portion sequentially.

The Pearson's correlation test proved significant negative correlations between the values of the divided subgroup fraction (E2%, E3%, and E4%) and value of PFT (% predicted value of FEV~1~, FEV~1~/FVC, FEF~25--75~, and diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide \[cDLco\]), like the EI (%LAA-950_ins). Subgroup E1% had positive correlation with the values of PFT (cDLco) in the inspiratory CT in a paradoxical manner ([Table 5](#t5-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table"}). All the divided subgroup fractions of the expiratory CT (E1_ex%, E2_ex%, E3_ex%, and E4_ex%) had significant negative correlations with the values of PFT (% predicted values of FEV~1~, FEV~1~/FVC, FEF~25--75~, and cDLco), like the EI of the expiratory CT (%LAA-950_exp). Subgroup E3% was more negatively correlated with the values of PFT (*r*=−0.483, % predicted value of FEV~1~; −0.523, predicted value of FEF~25--75~; −0.745, % predicted value of FEV~1~/FVC; −0.343, % predicted value of cDLco) of the inspiratory CT.

For collapse of total emphysema, those of subgroups E1, E2, E3, and E4 were 60.0%, 43.4%, 33.3%, and 19.4%, respectively. The smaller subgroups were more collapsible. After co-registration between inspiratory and expiratory CT, each hole of emphysema was tracked. The changed volumes of all the emphysema holes are summarized in [Figure 6](#f6-copd-12-2043){ref-type="fig"}. The divided components of each subgroup were compared with PFT parameters. In addition, subgroups regrouping was performed; the summation groups (group of E1, E2, E3, E4/group of E2, E3, E4/group of E1, E2, E3) were validated to find the functionally significant part of the emphysema holes. The correlation between the divided components and PFT parameters is summarized in [Table 6](#t6-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table"}. The proportions of the reduced components of E1, E2, and E3 (E1_dec%, E2_dec%, and E3_dec%) were significantly positive correlations with the predicted percentage values of FEV~1~, FEV~1~/FVC, and cDLco (all *P*\<0.05). The total proportion of reduced components of subgroups E1, E2, E3, and E4 (sum%\_dec_subgroup) had significant correlations with the predicted percentage values of FEV~1~, FEV~1~/FVC, FEF~25--75~, and cDLco (*r*=0.560, 0.568, 0.402, and 0.733, respectively).

The correlation coefficients of these PFT parameters with the total reduced proportion of subgroups E1, E2, and E3 were slightly stronger than the EI of the inspiratory CT (FEF~25--75~, *r*=0.385, RV/TLC, −0.494).

Discussion
==========

In this paper, a new size-based emphysema classification method using length scale analysis and size-based emphysema holes analysis related with respiration using co-registration method were proposed. Emphysema quantification method can classify emphysematous regions based on specific sizes, which might affect COPD progression and demonstrate clinical significance. Thus, using this approach, each cluster of LAAs representing emphysematous areas in the volumetric chest CT images can be considered as various anatomical structures, such as alveoli and secondary pulmonary lobules, depending on their sizes. In this approach, length scale analysis using iterative Gaussian low-pass filtering was used to classify complicatedly shaped emphysematous regions according to their sizes. The traditional voxel-based clustering techniques are limited by the partial volume effect of CT scans, noise of emphysema mask, motion artifacts, and the processing time required for emphysematous areas with complex shapes.[@b11-copd-12-2043],[@b24-copd-12-2043],[@b25-copd-12-2043] Previous studies have attempted to quantify emphysematous regions. Gietema et al quantified the relationship between visual scores determined by radiologists and the size of emphysematous regions by analyzing EI values using low attenuation cluster analysis.[@b24-copd-12-2043],[@b26-copd-12-2043] Yuan et al quantified the relationship between histology and CT measurements by analyzing EI values using EmphylxJ (custom software designed by the UBC James Hogg Research Center, Vancouver, BC, Canada).[@b25-copd-12-2043] Tanabe et al also attempted to quantify this relationship by analyzing the variance in quantitative CT measurements.[@b25-copd-12-2043] Mishima et al quantified emphysema using a comparative analysis of the relationship between the region size of EI (as determined using the 2D Elastic Spring Network Model) and the actual regional size of emphysema.[@b11-copd-12-2043] However, emphysema was quantified using low-attenuation cluster analysis, which is susceptible to CT noise and could obtain very different radiological insights. The newly developed approach makes it possible to rapidly and strongly classify emphysematous areas based on sizes, with anatomical significance. In order to verify this approach, two types of experimental research were conducted. In the phantom study, this approach showed relatively high accuracy when the emphysematous area was spherical and isolated. However, this approach was demonstrated to underestimate the nonspherical emphysematous areas. This underestimation is probably caused by the blur-ring of sharp edges by Gaussian low-pass filtering. In the case of the strongly adhered spheres, the proposed approach also underestimated the spherical size due to the physical overlap among the strongly adherent emphysematous areas. In general, readers tend to underestimate small adhered spheres because the volume of an adhered sphere is actually small. Significant correlations and relatively small overall overestimation and underestimation were found between the results of the developed approach and the visual evaluation based on the sized-based EI. This is because the proposed approach is simple, intuitive, and similar to the visual decision. In addition, the Cohen's Kappa values obtained by readers 1 and 2 are not sufficient, but the statistical correlation values between the size-based EI obtained by the developed approach and the visual evaluation based on the size-based EI are almost significantly associated.

The developed quantification approach was performed in emphysema patients with the smoking or smoke exposure history in the volumetric chest CT. The proposed approach here has several advantages compared with previous studies. Several researchers have addressed the ability of 3D volumetric data to accurately quantify the extent and severity of emphysema.[@b27-copd-12-2043]--[@b29-copd-12-2043] In previous studies, which compared only a few single inspiratory and expiratory image pairs, misregistrations of the CT slices between inspiration and expiration might have been due to disturbances of the accurate evaluation of airway dysfunction.[@b30-copd-12-2043] Emphysema hole analysis related with the respiration approach provided size information of emphysema holes and changing sizes related with respiration. It is well known that EI is correlated with pulmonary function impairment. After the subgrouping of emphysema holes, each subgroup showed a correlation difference with the PFT parameters. Subgroups E2, E3, and E4 in inspiratory CT showed a negative correlation with the PFT parameters (FEV~1~, FEV~1~/FVC, and DLco), but subgroup E1 showed a paradoxical correlation. These differences were interpreted as follows: subgroup E1 mixed a functionally insignificant emphysema or simple noise presenting low-attenuated areas. Results of the registered emphysema holes strengthen this interpretation. The changed portion of E1 after registration was larger than the other subgroups. As much of the changed portion of E1 belonged to the decreased group (moving to a smaller subgroup -- non-emphysema), it was thought that a functionally insignificant or functionally intact emphysema presenting a low-attenuated area would be able to change to non-emphysema in the expiration phase.

The correlation coefficients of the PFT parameters and the subgroups of emphysema holes in the expiratory CT were larger than the subgroups of emphysema holes in the inspiratory CT. This finding is consistent with that of a previous study showing that the extent of emphysema in the expiratory CT was better correlated with the pulmonary function measurement result.[@b31-copd-12-2043] The decreased component of emphysema holes after co-registration between inspiratory and expiratory CT was shown to be more collapsible in smaller emphysema. It is assumed that the large-emphysema group may have a bigger trapped air portion than the smaller-emphysema group. The fraction of the summation group of E1, E2, and E3 had a slightly and conversely stronger correlation with the PFT parameters (FEV~1~, FEV~1~/FVC, and FEF~25--75~) than the whole EI in inspiratory CT. Especially, the predicted percentage value of FEF~25--75~ had a conversely stronger correlation with the fraction of the summation group of E1, E2, and E3. In addition, the smaller subgroups were shown to be more collapsible than the larger ones. It is assumed that the larger emphysema holes had a weak contribution to small-airway obstruction.

A previous study that used the concept of fractal geometry showed that the cumulative frequency and size distribution of the low-attenuation lung region can be fitted by a straight line and a slope (D) reflecting the diffusing capacity.[@b11-copd-12-2043] The slope estimated is similar to power law D using the emphysema quantification method with length scale.[@b26-copd-12-2043] According to this study, a slope of power law D is correlated to the fractal method. Especially, a slope of power law D is highly correlated to respiration variation.[@b26-copd-12-2043]

These studies have some limitations. The first limitation is the assumption that emphysema regions have an approximately spherical shape. In case of a complex shape of emphysematous region, the size-based EI could be underestimated. Clinical parameters including PFT and 6 minute walks of COPD patients need to be compared with the result of this method. The second limitation is that no subgroup of size results shows a better association with FEV~1~ than LAA%. However, the purpose of this study is to demonstrate that contribution to airflow limitation is different depending on the size of the hole, rather than developing an index with better correlation than LAA% through size information. The third limitation of this study is that the size thresholds that subdivide the emphysema holes are somewhat arbitrary, although they were based on the anatomical size of lung units. The fourth limitation of this study is the fact that it does not reflect the pathologic correlation with regard to emphysema heterogeneity. Finally, the proportions of men and women were not uniform in this study because the study cohort consisted only of patients with smoking-induced emphysema. To generalize the results of this study, a study with a large number of patients with similar gender proportions and reflecting pathologic correlations must be conducted.

Conclusion
==========

A novel method to assess size and collapse of emphysema holes on CT is developed by using a modified length scale method and image co-registration. Different relative contribution in PFT decline of emphysema holes according to their size was assessed. The extent of collapse of the emphysema holes was also found to be correlated with the PFT parameters. A detailed assessment of the size variation and collapse of emphysema holes might be useful for understanding the dynamic collapse of emphysema and its functional relation.

Supplementary materials
=======================

Lung segmentation
-----------------

The lung segmentation approach without airway including large branches consists of the following steps, which are based on thresholding, binary region growth, and morphological operators. First, a thresholding \<−400 HU was applied at the volumetric chest CT to obtain a pulmonary mask with a binary region growing on the lung. By a thresholding \<−950 HU, binary region growth on the airway trachea, and dilation with 3 pixels, a large branch airway mask was generated. The large branch airway mask was subtracted from the lung mask, which is the final lung mask without a large branch airway.

Noise reduction
---------------

The noise filtering approach was applied based on block matching and resembles the mode filter. The noise reduction algorithm is given by [Equations S1](#fd4-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [S2](#fd5-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\begin{matrix}
{T\left( {x,y,z} \right) = {\sum\limits_{\tau_{x} = 0}^{\tau_{x} = 1}{\sum\limits_{\tau_{y} = 0}^{\tau_{y} = 1}{\sum\limits_{\tau_{z} = 0}^{\tau_{z} = 1}{E\left( {x + \tau_{x},y + \tau_{y},z + \tau_{z}} \right)}}}}} \\
{x = 0,1,\ldots,N_{x} - 2,\ y = 0,1,\ldots,N_{y} - 2,\ z = 0,1,\ldots,N_{z} - 2,} \\
\end{matrix}$$where *N~x~*, *N~y~*, and *N~z~* are the width, height, and depth of the emphysema mask, respectively; *E*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the emphysema mask; and *T*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the number of voxels, with one in a 2×2×2 block: $$\left\{ {\begin{array}{ll}
{P\left( {x + \tau_{x},y + \tau_{y},z + \tau_{z}} \right) = 1} & {if\ T\left( {x,y,z} \right) > 5} \\
{P\left( {x,y,z} \right) = E\left( {x,y,z} \right)} & {otherwise} \\
\end{array},} \right.$$where *τ~x~*, *τ~y~*, and *τ~z~*, are 0 and 1, respectively, and *P*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the final noise-reduced mask. The threshold value was empirically calibrated and set to 5.

Gaussian low-pass filtering
---------------------------

The general 3D Gaussian low-pass filtering is shown in [Equation S3](#fd6-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$g_{\gamma}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma_{x}\sigma_{y}\sigma_{z}}e^{\frac{- x^{2}}{2\sigma_{x}~^{2}} + \frac{- y^{2}}{2\sigma_{y}~^{2}} + \frac{- z^{2}}{2\sigma_{z}~^{2}}},$$where *g~γ~* (*x*, *y*, *z*) is a 3D Gaussian kernel with radius *γ*, and *σ~x~*, *σ~y~*, and *σ~z~* are the SDs in the x-, y-, and z-axis directions, respectively. The equation can be further simplified into [Equation S4](#fd7-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"} if it is assumed to be spherical; in other words, when the SDs are the same as *σ* in [Equation S3](#fd6-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Filtering is performed according to [Equation S5](#fd8-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"} based on this assumption: $$g_{\gamma}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma^{3}}e^{\frac{- {({x^{2} + y^{2} + z^{2}})}}{2\sigma^{2}}}$$ $$\begin{matrix}
{F_{\gamma}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = V_{given}*P\left( {x,y,z} \right)*g_{\gamma}\left( {x,y,z} \right)} \\
{= {\int{\int{\int{P\left( {\tau_{x},\tau_{y},\tau_{z}} \right)g_{\gamma}\left( {x - \tau_{x},y - \tau_{y},z - \tau_{z}} \right)d\tau_{x}d\tau_{y}d\tau_{z}}}}},} \\
\end{matrix}$$where *F~γ~*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the resulting image obtained from convolving *P*(*x*, *y*, *z*) with *g~γ~*(*x*, *y*, *z*), *V~given~* was specified by a user (eg, maximum density of image P), and *P*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the binary masked image for noise reduction.

Selection of skeleton voxels after Gaussian low-pass filtering and dilation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the Gaussian low-pass filtering, the voxels without a density variance in *F~γ~*(*x*, *y*, *z*) were defined as skeleton voxels. Tse skeleton voxels were marked in the *M~γ~*(*x*, *y*, *z*) mask, as in [Equation S6](#fd9-copd-12-2043){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$M_{\gamma}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{rr}
1 & {if\ F_{\gamma}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = = V_{given}} \\
0 & {othersise} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

Otherwise, the values of the voxels in *M~γ~*(*x*, *y*, *z*) were set to zero. Mask *M~γ~*(*x*, *y*, *z*) with dilated voxel radii was regarded as a new mask having only a specific range of emphysematous regions. This emphysema mask corresponding to a specific size was crossed with the emphysema mask to preserve EI.

  Pseudo-code of the proposed method
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *V*: lung CT volume; g: value specified by a user (eg, maximum density value)
  *Ψ*: set of length scale (radius, mm) (eg, 7.5, 3.5, 0.75, 0)
  *L~m~* = *Lung_Segmentation (V*, −*400 HU*)
  *E~m~* = *Low_Attenuation_Area_Segmentation (L~m~*, −*950 HU*)
  *P~m~*,*~0~* = *Noise_Reduction (E~m~*)
  ***for*** *i*=*0 to N*−*1* ***do***
   ***switch*** (*i*)
  *θ*= *r~i~*
  *G~i~* = *Gaussian_LPF (P~m,i~\* g*,*θ*)
  *M~m~*,*~i~* = *Skeleton_Voxel_Selection (G~i~*)
  *D~m~*,*~i~* = *Dilation (M~m~*,*~i~*, *θ*)
  *O~m~*,*~i~* = *D~m~*,*~i~* ∩ *E~m~*,*~i~*
  *P~m~*,*~i~*~+~*~1~* = *P~m~*,*~i~*−*O~m~*,*~i~*
   ***end for***

**Notes:** *r~i~*: ith element of *Ψ i*; *N*: number of elements of *Ψ*; *L~m~*: lung mask; *E~m~*: emphysema mask; *G~i~*: Gaussian low-pass filtered volume at the ith iteration; *P~m,i~*: noise-reduced mask at the ith iteration; *M~m,i~*: skeleton voxel selection mask at the ith iteration; *D~m,i~*: dilation mask at the ith iteration; *O~m,i~*: intersection mask at the ith iteration; *P~m,i~*: subtraction mask at the ith iteration.
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![Flow diagram of size-based emphysema clustering using length scale analysis.\
**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; LPF, low-pass filter.](copd-12-2043Fig1){#f1-copd-12-2043}

![Results of the size-based emphysema clusters of COPD patients.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Volumetric chest CT; (**B**) emphysema index; and (**C**) size-based emphysema cluster.\
**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.](copd-12-2043Fig2){#f2-copd-12-2043}

![Process of the deformation of emphysema clusters according to the specific sizes (\<1.5, \<7, \<15 and \>15 mm) by using co-registration information.\
**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.](copd-12-2043Fig3){#f3-copd-12-2043}

![Iterative process of size-based emphysema clustering.\
**Notes:** (**A**) 1st line: results of the emphysema mask by \>15 mm; 2nd line: results of the emphysema mask by \<15 mm; 3rd line: results of the emphysema mask by \<7 mm; 4th line: results of the emphysema mask by \<1.5 mm. (**B**) Results of 4 subgroups' emphysema mask.\
**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.](copd-12-2043Fig4){#f4-copd-12-2043}

![Results of the artificial phantom study.\
**Notes:** Diameter of the phantom sphere: (**A**--**F**) 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 mm; (**G**--**H**) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 mm; color of phantom sphere: 4 mm cyan, 6 mm magenta, 8 mm yellow, 10 mm blue, 12 mm green, 14 mm red; nonattached phantom spheres, classified nonattached phantom spheres with predefined color; slightly attached phantom spheres (0 mm \[0 voxel\] interval in the x-axis direction), classified slightly attached phantom spheres with predefined color; strongly attached phantom spheres (2 mm \[3 voxel\] intervals in the x-axis direction), classified strongly attached phantom spheres with predefined color; complex attached phantom spheres (1.35 mm \[2 voxel\], 1.35 mm \[2 voxel\], and 0 mm \[0 voxel\] intervals in the x-, y-, and z-axis directions), classified complex attached phantom spheres with predefined color.](copd-12-2043Fig5){#f5-copd-12-2043}

![Differentiation of the changed emphysema holes by subgrouping.\
**Notes:** The first row shows the mean non-emphysema (light gray) and emphysema fractions (dark gray) in the inspiratory CT of the study population. The second row shows the changed fraction of each volume in the first row. The third column of the second row (sky blue) shows the shifting component portion to the smaller emphysema holes (mid-gray). The next left column (mid-gray color) shows the no-change portion of the emphysema holes, and the last column of the second row (orange) shows the increased portion of the emphysema holes. The third row shows the emphysema subgroup (the dashed line indicates the identical portion of the second row), and the fourth row shows the changed group of each subgroup. The fifth row represents the decreasing and increasing of each sub-group. (eg, the first blue, green, and red columns of the fifth row show the decreased, no-change, and increased portion of subgroup E1, respectively).\
**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.](copd-12-2043Fig6){#f6-copd-12-2043}

###### 

Accuracy of the size-based classifications of the artificial phantoms

          Not attached   Slightly attached (0 mm interval)   Strongly attached (2 mm intervals)   3D complex attachment
  ------- -------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------ -----------------------
  4 mm    0              0                                   −1                                   --
  6 mm    0              0                                   0                                    0
  8 mm    0              0                                   1                                    0, 1
  10 mm   0              0                                   0                                    0
  12 mm   0              0                                   1                                    1
  14 mm   0              0                                   0                                    0

**Notes:** 0: exact classification; −1: overestimation; 1: underestimation.

**Abbreviation:** 3D, three dimensional.

###### 

Statistical correlations of size classification obtained by the two readers and using the developed method (blind test)

                                                           \<1.5 mm    \<7 mm       \<15 mm     \>15 mm
  -------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ------------
  Size-based EI of new method (%)                          3.85±1.96   10.53±6.26   5.43±7.65   1.96±3.66
  Size-based EI of reader 1 (%)                            3.48±0.92   11.38±7.58   5.99±7.55   2.83±5.59
  *r*-value[\*](#tfn3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.186       0.890        0.915       0.941
  *P*-value[\*](#tfn3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.326       0.000        0.000       0.000
  Size-based EI of reader 2 (%)                            6.15±2.42   12.73±6.31   7.24±9.19   5.98±10.91
  *r*-value[\*](#tfn3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.540       0.667        0.919       0.942
  *P*-value[\*](#tfn3-copd-12-2043){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.002       0.000        0.000       0.000

**Notes:**

The *r*- and *P*-values were calculated for use in Spearman correlation. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation.

**Abbreviation:** EI, emphysema index.

###### 

Summary of patients' characteristics and pulmonary function test results

  Characteristic              Value
  --------------------------- --------------
  Age (years)                 63.61±7.68
  Ratio of men to women       11
  FEV~1~ (% predicted)        49.36±18.60
  FVC (% predicted)           80.24±14.27
  FEV~1~/FVC (% predicted)    59.98±17.06
  FEF~25--75~ (% predicted)   17.77±13.86
  cDLco (% predicted)         70.44±25.27
  TLC (% predicted)           109.49±17.16
  RV (% predicted)            138.10±42.66
  RV/TLC                      47.71±10.24
  No of pack-years            38.52±29.16

**Abbreviations:** FEV~1~, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; FEF~25--75~, forced expiratory flow at 25%--75% of FVC; cDLCO, diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide; TLC, total lung capacity; RV, residual volume.

###### 

Size distribution in inspiratory and expiratory CT

  Inspiration   Expiration                                                           
  ------------- ------------ ------- ------ ------- --------- ------- ------- ------ -------
  LAA%          25.87        15.88   1.34   60.99   LAA%      15.27   15.85   0.08   58.08
  E1%           3.00         2.12    0.78   7.98    E1%\_ex   1.45    1.08    0      3.83
  E2%           11.38        7.27    0.33   28.54   E2%\_ex   6.92    7.71    0      32.05
  E3%           7.60         7.77    0.00   30.75   E3%\_ex   4.34    5.43    0      19.41
  E4%           3.90         7.37    0.00   41.46   E4%\_ex   2.57    6.51    0      38.56

**Notes:** LAA% indicates low-attenuation area % below −950 HU. (E1\<1.5 mm, 1.5 mm ≤ E2\<7 mm, 7 mm ≤ E3\<15 mm, E4≥15 mm).

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; CT, computed tomography; LAA, low-attenuation area; HU, Hounsfield units; Min, minimum; Max, maximum.

###### 

Correlation between the size-based emphysema subgroups and parameters of the pulmonary function test

                    %LAA-950_ins   E1%           E2%            E3%            E4%            %LAA-950_ex    E1_ex%         E2_ex%         E3_ex%         E4_ex%
  ----------------- -------------- ------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  FEV~1~\_%p        −0.533^\*\*^   0.194         −0.427^\*\*^   −0.483^\*\*^   −0.253^\*^     −0.567^\*\*^   −0.389^\*\*^   −0.533^\*\*^   −0.489^\*\*^   −0.278^\*^
  FVC\_%p           −0.059         0.096         −0.088         −0.069         0.008          −0.153         −0.147         −0.203         −0.081         −0.041
  FEV~1~/FVC\_%p    −0.663^\*\*^   0.191         −0.534^\*\*^   −0.575^\*\*^   −0.338^\*\*^   −0.660^\*\*^   −0.440^\*\*^   −0.587^\*\*^   −0.593^\*\*^   −0.342^\*\*^
  FEF~25--75~\_%p   −0.384^\*\*^   0.126         −0.299^\*\*^   −0.343^\*\*^   −0.200         −0.407^\*\*^   −0.381^\*\*^   −0.347^\*\*^   −0.359^\*\*^   −0.217
  cDLCO\_%p         −0.805^\*\*^   0.316^\*\*^   −0.620^\*\*^   −0.745^\*\*^   −0.397^\*\*^   −0.813^\*\*^   −0.390^\*\*^   −0.757^\*\*^   −0.771^\*\*^   −0.377^\*\*^
  TLC\_%p           0.505^\*\*^    −0.097        0.527^\*\*^    0.363^\*\*^    0.192          0.510^\*\*^    0.310^\*\*^    0.484^\*\*^    0.476^\*\*^    0.219
  RV\_%p            0.529^\*\*^    −0.137        0.556^\*\*^    0.412^\*\*^    0.174          0.567^\*\*^    0.365^\*\*^    0.574^\*\*^    0.494^\*\*^    0.227
  RV/TLC            0.458^\*\*^    −0.162        0.489^\*\*^    0.360^\*\*^    0.153          0.533^\*\*^    0.426^\*\*^    0.548^\*\*^    0.426^\*\*^    0.222

**Notes:** FEV~1~\_%p: percent predicted value of forced expiratory volume at 1 second; FVC\_%p: percent predicted value of forced vital capacity; FEV~1~/FVC\_%p: percent predicted value of forced expiratory volume at 1 second/forced vital capacity; FEF~25--75~\_%p: percent predicted value of forced expiratory flow 25%--75%; cDLCO\_%p: percent predicted value of corrected diffusing capacity; TLC\_%p: percent predicted value of total lung capacity; RV\_%p: percent predicted value of residual volume; %LAA-950_ins: percentage of low-attenuation area \<−950 HU in inspiratory CT; %LAA-950_exp: percentage of low-attenuation area \<−950 HU in expiratory CT. (E1\<1.5 mm, 1.5 mm ≤ E2\<7 mm, 7 mm ≤ E3\<15 mm, E4≥15 mm). E1%: subgroup E1 fraction in inspiratory CT; E1_ex%: subgroup E1 fraction in expiratory CT. The *r*-values were calculated for use in Pearson's correlation test (^\*\*^*P*\<0.01/^\*^*P*\<0.05).

**Abbreviations:** RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity; CT, computed tomography; HU, Hounsfield units.

###### 

Correlation between the changed volume of the emphysema subgroup and parameters of the pulmonary function test

                    Subgroup E1_dec%   Subgroup E2_dec%   Subgroup E3_dec%   Subgroup E4_dec%   Sum%\_dec\_ subgroup   E123 dec%
  ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------
  FEV~1~\_%p        0.525^\*\*^        0.591^\*\*^        0.441^\*\*^        0.110              0.560^\*\*^            0.518^\*\*^
  FVC\_%p           0.183              0.266^\*^          0.223              0.023              0.198                  0.133^\*^
  FEV~1~/FVC\_%p    0.585^\*\*^        0.630^\*\*^        0.487^\*\*^        0.140              0.629^\*\*^            0.609^\*\*^
  FEF~25--75~\_%p   0.351^\*\*^        0.406^\*\*^        0.302^\*^          0.109              0.402^\*\*^            0.385^\*\*^
  cDLCO\_%p         0.818^\*\*^        0.753^\*\*^        0.622^\*\*^        0.086              0.733^\*\*^            0.740^\*\*^
  TLC\_%p           −0.460^\*\*^       −0.512^\*\*^       −0.425^\*\*^       −0.210             −0.528^\*\*^           −0.485^\*\*^
  RV\_%p            −0.531^\*\*^       −0.612^\*\*^       −0.458^\*\*^       −0.126             −0.585^\*\*^           −0.516^\*\*^
  RV/TLC            −0.503^\*\*^       −0.622^\*\*^       −0.489^\*\*^       −0.148             −0.575^\*\*^           −0.494^\*\*^

**Notes:** The *r*-values were calculated for use in the Pearson's correlation test (^\*\*^*P*\<0.01/^\*^*P*\<0.05).

**Abbreviations:** FEV~1~\_%p, percent predicted value of forced expiratory volume at 1 second; FVC\_%p, percent predicted value of forced vital capacity; FEV~1~/FVC\_%p, percent predicted value of forced expiratory volume at 1 second/forced vital capacity; FEF~25--75~\_%p, percent predicted value of forced expiratory flow 25%--75%; cDLCO\_%p, percent predicted value of corrected diffusing capacity; TLC\_%p, percent predicted value of total lung capacity; RV\_%p, percent predicted value of residual volume. Subgroup E1_dec%, changed fraction of E1 to non-emphysema; subgroup E2_dec%, changed fraction of E2 to E1 or non-emphysema; subgroup E3_dec%, changed fraction of E3 to E2 or E1 or non-emphysema; subgroup E4_dec%, changed fraction of E4 to E3 or E2 or E1 or non-emphysema; E234_dec, sum of subgroup E2_dec%, subgroup E3_dec%, and subgroup E4_dec%. RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity; dec, decrease.
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